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Director’s Note
Something better than being especially profound or flowery with language
the art of honesty. The writers of this issue have deeply delved into their
selves and revealed their discoveries, unapologetic and unashamed.
More than ever, people tire of being mere spectators in their world and
lives. They hold on to the past they love, let go of the past that pains and grasp
onto the future, simultaneously. That spirit is contained within this issue. Socalled immortal moments.
I owe a great deal of appreciation to the staff this issue. They have succeeded in being the best ever team of editors that I have worked with, as open with
friendship as with thoughts. They have taken on an incredible amount of the

is

work-load required to complete this magazine.
Special thanks goes to Ryan Brandys wno never

to create new solutions,
Tammie for her guidance, to Gil Oliverez a PLR veteran who has stuck with me
through thick and thin--Stu for your napkin art, Andrew for your careful eye,
Marvin for your sense of humor, Cady for your wonderful fierceness, Carol for
your kindness, Tracy for your insight, Tom for your patience, Michelle for
being magical and Kristina who is one of the most pleasantly calm and articulate people I’ll probably know. But extra special thanks goes to my children
Hannah and Jonah without whom I wouldn’t know even an inkling about creativity or real joy.
fails

Editor’s Note
This issue stares death in the face, dissects the components of fear, and
pokes some sarcastic fun at modern life. If you’ve ever wondered what creativity tastes like, ask the talented community of artists surrounding COD.
This is now the third issue Sarah and I have collaborated on, and I’ll admit,
I did less of the work this time around. The software package I put together last
year to organize submissions is now helping us grow into a more efficient magazine. The workload has shifted into a fairer balance among staff members.
My appreciation for Sarah Lensink knows no bounds. Her tireless efforts to
bring this magazine to press reflect great strength in her character. I also want
to thank Tammie Bob for her advice and objectivity, Carol Neumann for cataloguing and entering our submissions, and Tom Tortorich for his tactful wisdom
and Photoshop skills. Thanks to the rest of the PLR staff for great initiative and
participation.
Satisfy

your appetite for contemplation with

this issue of

The

Prairie Light

Review!

Policy
The Prairie Light Review welcomes original short fiction, poetry,
essays, photographs, and various 2-D and 3-D artwork from students, faculty, staff and the District 502 community.
All submissions must adhere to the guidelines and he accompanied by a
letter of authenticity; they are reviewed anonymously by the editorial
board. Address such submissions and correspondence to: The Prairie
Light Review SRC 1558, College of DuPage 425 Fawell Boulevard
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137. L etters of authenticity can be found online at
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